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Lord of the rings armor template

(403 results, with ads sellers looking to grow their business and reach more interested buyers can use Etsy's advertising platform to promote their items. You'll see ad results based on factors like relevance and the amount sellers pay per click. learn more. ), (280 results, with ads sellers looking to grow
their business and reach more interested buyers can use Etsy's advertising platform to promote their items. You'll see ad results based on factors like relevance and the amount sellers pay per click. learn more. ), Links to materials and tools used in the video:HD Foam - SKS Prop and Costume Supply
Workshop Miniature Collectible Uruk-hai Swordsman Helm Cast Neoprene Rubber Scotch Blue Painter's Tape - Markers, Ultra Fine Point - Craft Tools Knife - Blade Sharpener - Contact Cement - Gloves - Works Respirator - 4000 Variable Rotary Tool - Aluminum Oxide Grinding Stones
//amzn.to/2FKf0xy Hitting - Brush - Rubberizer Flat Black Acrylic Paint - Flat Base X-21 - Miniatures MSP Colors - Color BloodLine Colors - Press Formula P3 Colors - Amazon Contributor I Earn From Qualified Purchases Bill October 11, 2020 Blogs, Costumes, Foam, Masks &amp; Helmets, Templates -
Patterns, Videos Bill and Britt are big fans of Lord of the Rings and Hobbit movies. In their quest to build everything from eva foam they teamed up to create a Dwarf-style LotR helmet made of just a few sheets of EVA foam. Follow as they use simple tools and materials to turn this humble material into an
epic, wearable ... Paige Cambern June 10, 2019 Blogs, Fallout, Full Builds, Props, Scale Models &amp; Non-Weapon Props, Templates - Patterns, Video Itty Bitty Nuke! Bill shows you how to make your best friend a wastelander out of EVA foam with plaid craft's Cosplay Technique &amp; Finishing Kit!
Paige Cambern April 15, 2019 Blogs, Foam, Solid Builds, Props, Scale Models &amp; Props Without Weapons, Templates - Patterns, Videos Bill's has a super simple tutorial that helps All skill levels to create a super cool dragon egg – just like the ones seen in Game of Thrones! Paige Cambern March
11, 2019 Blogs, Foam, Masks &amp; &amp; Materials, painting, props, templates - Patterns, Videos Bill shows you how to make a judge companion mask from one of your favorite games - Far Cry: New Dawn! Learn how to make a smooth mask pattern from scratch - or download a free blue print! Paige
Cambern February 25, 2019 Blogs, Leatherwork, Materials, One-Day Physique, Techniques, Templates - Patterns, Tools, Video Bill learns some basics of skin work from her friend Gregg of Bjorn's Workshop, our local (not long) skin expert! Together they cover some tools and techniques for beginners
and make Bill a phenomenal holster! Paige Cambern November 12, 2018 Blogs, Foam, Painting, Pepakura, Props, Templates - Patterns, Videos by Bill &amp; Paige work on a radical Spyro inspired hat to celebrate the re-release of their favorite game. Follow together to do yours with some FREE
templates! PunishedProps August 25, 2018 Blogs, Costumes, Templates - Patterns, Videos When Day[9] asks you to realize his cosplay dreams by building him a Power Treads costume, you say YES! Paige Cambern August 20, 2018 Blogs, Techniques, Templates - Patterns, Videos Our friends Evan
and Katelyn want to download some more costume-oriented projects, so to help them, we made Katelyn a duct tape doll to make it easier to create patterns! Paige Cambern April 2, 2018 Blogs, Foam, Full Build, One-Day Construction, Painting, Props, Templates - Patterns, Videos Bill &amp; Britt Team
up for epic Sea of Thieves Build! Follow on their one-day construction journey as they make a skull out of EVA foam using basic tools and materials. Paige Cambern March 15, 2018 Blogs, Costumes, Foam, Painting, Props, Templates - Patterns, Videos During a recent trip to San Francisco to record
some projects with Tested, Bill visited Adam Savage's workshop and teamed up with Mythbuster himself for an epic build one day! The duo made a replica Nazgul glove using EVA foam. In this video, Bill makes another glove and then paints them all to look like real metal. I just got the materials to do the
armor trial. These are foam sheets that I managed to get I wanted more box color, but the only one had the right size that I needed in white. The foam I'm a little bigger then my templates making them 40cm long to 45cm (2.5cm at each end) Glue I'll need is underneath. White school glue and fabric glue.
Tuesday, 27 December 2011 Starting My Second Age Elven Armour Build LOTR This is what I'm trying to build So far making them templates for the chest it's 12 pictures. I will make it from craft foam this site has a tutorial Craft Foam Armor Tutorial Goes to publish my templates some time soon mabye
tonight! The plan is for this to be in time for the Hobbit! Update! Last Jan 5, 2012 Chest Templates Are Done! Print this as an A4 you shouldn't have too many problems. You'll need to add a Kinda to an extent all the way down to your back! The numbers in this picture should help you with the template.
You must join the first two shapes together. Since you do not see the second half of the lower 6 pieces there is no point in wasting materials. (this is the third form). Last edited: Jan 5, 2012 Sweet, I want to make a Bard costume, but they won't show it. I wish the show was more of a different age in the
movie. If your wounding shows this armor when they talk about the ring at the beginning of the fellowship of the ring. The man and the elves are the last to stand. where the sauron is defeated.:rolleyes I hope to start on the test armor soon I may have to get a different color if I can't find a flexible enough
color. :confused It will be difficult to find someone here who has not memorized the Battle of Dagorlad, and the whole movie you are so right! Any wat if any has any ideas in color I could use. Or he's already got helmet stains or greves. Please help!:eek It looks like it's a mixture of gold/bronze with black
wash. but I think you could get fancy and use rub and leather. Here is a leather gorget painted with gold / bronze Thanks, I was ordinary on overcoming it. Since it is made of foam, the color must be flexible. I was thinking about adding some fabric glue to the paint and seeing what happens. I can't seem to
find a rub and buff anywhere. It was hard for me to find foam sheets. I'm planning on buying a shipment of Mabye 20 or so offline. More like the color he uses in the link. I need help with helmet templates that anyone could help. Last edited: January 5, 2012 Good choice of armor! Looking forward to
seeing more, I was just watching Weta Workshop documentaries on extended DVDs. One of the things they pointed out is that the armor of the 2nd Century AD was the first to be used in the 1990s. I look forward to seeing how this works out. Awesome! I love the fact that people are still interested and
create LOTR costumes. I made one of these costumes and I really wish they had made foam in larger sizes when I constructed the armor, but they only had bigger rectangular sheets. If you check places like JoAnns or Michaels. Etc.. Any typically famous craft store, they actually sell foam in huge rolls for
a very decent price. This will help with the chest and hip and are actually big enough to cut out pieces as one continuous piece, without having to put two pieces together to fit all the way around you. I wanted to do my own originally in foam, some pieces did, but in the end I had to make most of it out of
Sintra and garage sales signs, because again.. Foam They weren't big enough. Obvioulsy, just a suggestion, for now it looks like you're off to a great start and can't wait for this to be over. Keep it up :thumbsup Making the first chest trial I split the templates in two making up the top of today. It takes six
pictures each. Using this template (I added some additional flaps at the end to make it sheet length.) I followed him to the foam. I managed to get five out of one 12 times 18' sheet. That's what it looks like right now. Glued together with white school glue. (Still not dried in 24 hours) OK, so updating one
second of half your chest will come soon! It's all off cuts so he managed to use a sheet of foam to get well. :rolleyes Thanks to all the great help. But I live in Australia so it's hard to find the same things you do. Plus I ahd go to five different stores to find that foam leaves. It's been so hard.:wacko Do you
have any pointers on your helmet I have no idea where to start. :Confused Last edited: Jan 7, 2012 Jathoris You should put some pictures or send a link to you armor. I wondered how to make a skirt thing. I've got a few ideas, but I'm going to have to see how it works out. If you have some templates that
would make my day! LOTR 2nd Age Elf pictures Jathoris - Photobucket I'm missing a ton of my pictures in progress, but if I can, I'm happy to answer everything I can for you. When I originally built mine, there was almost no information or resources and I did a lot along the same lines as you currently do
and you stop framing movies and making parts of extended DVDs. As far as hips are concerned, it's a kind of modified pattern of lame breasts, only simpler. The upper parts will be a more long rectangle piece with only the corners rounded, and the bottom-highest pieces (below), will be more than a
crescent shape. I'll have to check, but I believe lame overlap like chest crosses in the front of the design and I think there are a total of 7 lame ones. I will connect you with two sites that look like they have the best resource tips/ideas for this armor and they are very helpful. LOTR costume research home
and this One Haldir's Elven Archers**sorry I misinterpret that, said the skirt. :lol I'm not sure which part, you can't really see it in the pictures I have, but there are 3 layers. Dark blue velvet build that is the basic skirt, but is divided to the waist line I think in 3 pieces. Then there is a lighter blue skirt that is too
large to look like a single curtain, but is cut in the same shape as the hip armour so that you can move in the same. In the published images, the outside light played havoc on the material so that the light blue looks almost bleached, in fact it is much darker, as is the cloak of 'golden' appearance (which is
actually blue/green gold two tons The cape and the sassy waist are all one-piece and I'm not kidding that it's a few feet of fabric and all one piece. rt/om is the only part that I know for sure is correct as far as the fabric construction is concerned.. The other parts kind of had to hide him. Without a cape he
hangs, goes over his shoulders and under his arms, wraps himself around his waist twice, ties himself in a knot, and the rest hangs. HEA site has a wonderful tutorial for this and do not worry, it is not as bad as it sounds. Last edited: January 6, 2012 It's so awesome! Was the helmet just paper mache
and bondo? Can you sit in the armor? I was just hurting because I plan to see a Hobbit in it. I was thinking of mounting it a little bit to sit down. Also, what did you use for chainmail? I'm a scene website before basics the only information I can find all over the internet! I was talking about armor when I said



skirt thing I want to get armor done and make a fabirc second last edited: January 6, 2012 It's so awesome! Was the helmet just paper mache and bondo? Can you sit in the armor? I was just hurting because I plan to see a Hobbit in it. I was thinking of mounting it a little bit to sit down. Also, what did you
use for chainmail? I'm a scene website before basics the only information I can find all over the internet! lol, yep, basically. Honestly, I had no idea what I was doing, but I knew what I wanted it to look like. That was before I ever played with fiber glass/resin/clay and all the good stuff. Here's a ton of people
who can give you some big adiverse about it. I started with a $99 plastic basball hat, the poster loaded basic shapes, paper mache, plaster patches, threw on a pre-mixed paper mache, bondo and wooden filler, honed smoothly from it, drew blueprints and applied puff smoke paint thinly.. Painted. Terrible
way to do it I guess: lol but that's all I knew at the time. Verify that Pepakura has any files. That might be helpful. Ps.. No, I couldn't sit in mys! I suppose the easier way to take it off (or that part) would be a good idea in looking back haha! lol, yep, basically. Honestly, I had no idea what I was doing, but I
knew what I wanted it to look like. That was before I ever played with fiber glass/resin/clay and all the good stuff. Here's a ton of people who can give you some big adiverse about it. I started with a $99 plastic basball hat, the poster loaded basic shapes, paper mache, plaster patches, threw on a pre-
mixed paper mache, bondo and wooden filler, honed smoothly from it, drew blueprints and applied puff smoke paint thinly.. Painted. Terrible way to do it I guess: lol but that's all I knew at the time. Verify that Pepakura has any files. That might be helpful. Ps.. No, I couldn't sit in mys! I suppose the easier
way to take it off (or that part) would be the idea backwards haha! Tomorrow I'll play with ideas with templates maybe try to make a board on my chest. If it ever dries. So I can try to heat it by targeting it into shape. I'm thinking about not wearing a helmet and going with a long blond wig and elf ears. I just
wounded what were the dimentions of your sword. (I do not plan to make a spear or a sheik) Did you make it? If that's what it is. I also plan that no lace up system will make a buckle and belt system. All I can think about is finishing the thigh armor early. So I ahev room sit down. I'm not trying to make a
100% replica. I'm just trying to make it look like that. But leather and things I might only use brown heavy fabric or something. You may run into a problem where all parts of the armor are the same length, when you bend them around the body they will be in different positions. Did you make one of the
posterboards or something to make sure it fit? I made a template out of heavy paper. It stitches to fit fine, but it's just a trial in any way, so we'll see if the concept works. Last edited: Jan 7, 2012 Page 2 Oh my, this will look great, Popeanator! It's awesome to see another Australian here, too; continue to
work well! Jathoris, those are some seriously impressive photos. good job!!! Artificial antiote is your friend it should be easy to find online for dimensions or if you happen to have a middle country weapon and weapons book. UC may also have to list it as reproduced swords. There are a few people here
who made this costume, I'm not sure if they still post much in the costume part... I'll see if I can draw their attention to you. Sleep until 2:00 today got a job at 2 o'clock, so you'll have to wait until tonight. (lol had a big night) But thanks for all the interests guys are glad to see people are as angry as I am. I'll
also see with a hobbit with my friend who plans to dress like a dwarf. I need to convince him to get the bill. I'll look around for sword diementions. I thought about using steel rules as a base and using craft foam for the blade and avoiding the handle. I'll take a look at the faux antiede. Awesome! I happened
to use eva foam before to make costumes. So I'm all ready to have some that's how I'm going to make my sword think! :lol New update! Chest plate glued together. I'm waiting for it to dry. This is the view from the back. I did a great job watching Evil Fx movies and I got some ideas on my sword. As for the
sword, I found dimentions. The total length is: 149.86cm (49') The length of the blade is: 60.96cm. (24') Eva foam Mat is 100cm × 100cm. I'll split the blade and handle them and fasten them later. And make two halves maybe use a steel ruler as a base. There's no way I'm going to be able to get a blade
that thin and stay in shape. When the glue dries, I plan to heat the breast plate. (First I will do a test they're burning soon! Wish me luck. Good luck with this! It's not an easy project to try. I have to say, this is the thread I'm going to be looking at why not use aluminum metal for the blade of a sword? It's
fantastically cheap over say, good carving wood or steel, and way shinier than foam... I'm definitely keeping an eye on this! I've been thinking about Gil-Galad for a long time! I've used fun foam before, and Genoa's site is one of the best: Craft Foam Armor Tutorial Last edited: Jan 11, 2012 Chest update I
shaped the chest panel today turned out beautifully. I had to disassemble the pictures that go over part of the shoulder neck and glue them closer. Below. The thesis is pieces that I'm willing to add to the side so that my chest plates around my back. insecure, I hope it works. I'm not sure if the pieces
should be curved or flat. What are you thousands of metal blades on your sword. The police are very strict about fake weapons. You even have to have a gun license to have the sword replicas of the lord of the rings. :p s been going on now that it's strict! We don't even have An Airsoft: angry So I'm
thinking about using a steel ruler as a base for a sword. Maybe I use craft foams for the blade and eva foam for the handle. The sword is so gigantic. God! It's 5'1 long...:insecure Have you thought about making a foam sword to infuse? I would definitely close the side/back panels. It looks good! Well, I'm
going to have to look at it! Maybe I'll make two sets so me and a friend can go together. We're going to have to get a little over how this is going to turn out first. Updating the sword! This is the sword template that I made it's about 122 cm long I made it a little smaller. Then you can buy a replica sword. It is
about 150 cm long. Updating the chest panel Extended chest panel is funny to work it suits well will do the same on the other side. Then so does the sholder. :rolleyes looks great! Keep him coming Ps.. Do not use any foam-based material for the sword. Lol.... I did it, baaaaaad move. Insulating foam is a
really wonderful thing, but for anything with length, and especially because it is such a thin item, it is too easy to damage or crack in half... Which is basically what happened to me. All this is the case in pouring the material and coating it with resin so that honestly it was quite tight, but that someone flop on
the hotel bed does not see.. I do... I don't think I'll ever forget hearing that horrible cracking sound. :lol Well well see I'm working on it. I'm thinking of making it out of eva foam. These things are hard to break. Plus adding a metal bar or something in the middle. what's going on for the blade. I have no idea
:p do on page 3 Ps.. Do not use any foam-based material for the sword. Lol.... I did it, baaaaaad move. Insulating foam is a really wonderful thing, but for anything with length, and especially because it is such a thin item, it is too easy to damage or warm The big difference between insulating foam and
EVA interlocking foam mats. EVA foam is fine for swords, guns, etc., and is used all the time for scratches built props. Your typical source for EVA foam are foam mats used for garages, storage rooms, home gyms, etc. It's pretty flexible and takes beating pretty well... Darth, you're absolutely right. For
some reason I was just thinking about Styrofoam-based material and forgot about the beautiful intertwined mats. These things are a godsend and they endure. :lol I saw an interesting tut a long time ago on making prop swords. I'd give credit to the guy, but unfortunately... anyway the basic idea was that it
was built with layered/overlapping (think brick pattern) card pieces. After the basic shape is set the channel in the middle is cut and a little dowist is glued to the strength. With a little Googling I'm sure it can be found again. Maybe I'll try later or someone else knows what I'm talking about. Keep it up, Darth,
you're absolutely right. For some reason I was just thinking about Styrofoam-based material and forgot about the beautiful intertwined mats. These things are a godsend and they endure. :lol Don't worry, brother. I just didn't want to scare the OP away from more than convenient and cost-effective material.
I saw an interesting tut years ago on making prop swords. I'd give credit to the guy, but unfortunately... anyway the basic idea was that it was built with layered/overlapping (think brick pattern) card pieces. After the basic shape is set the channel in the middle is cut and a little dowist is glued to the strength.
With a little Googling I'm sure it can be found again. Maybe I'll try later or someone else knows what I'm talking about. Continue anyway It's a good idea well. Maybe I'll use a wooden dowle. For the middle part. :eek Update coming soon! :lol Looks like it's coming together. I can't wait to see him when it's
over. I've got three times finding more craft foam for armor. This was a trial, but I might go head to head with what I did and do this as the last part of my chest. I'm still working out what I can do to form a sword. I also have to, but a hot blade to cut EVA foam. Looking good, I look forward to seeing how this
works out (oh: I just started making my costume on January 2nd). I published a thread in the replica movie costumes section if you want to watch it. Keep posts comin'. I've got three times finding more craft foam for armor. This was a trial, but I might go head to head with what I did and do this as the last
part of my chest. I'm still working out what I can do to form a sword. I also have to, but a hot blade to cut EVA foam. Some places like Michael's Craft and Jo-An Fabrics sell it in big rolls. Or you can get it on the line: first Haldir sword I made of papermache and covered with clay. Here's what it's like and
here's what it looked like, click to see magned up. The other one my husband carved out of wood. It was much better. Don't have any bigger than this. If I made another sword without my husband's help, I might use a metal yard stick for a solid foundation, cut out the shape I wanted from cardboard, glue it
and then cover it with glue or some other reinforcing agent - some use bondo, some fiberglass... I'd experiment. is watching LOTR:TT last night and talking about this project coming armor? Guri, I've always loved what you created in elven shooters. Group photos from DC a few years ago were
breathtaking and the workmanship you all invested in them.. just wow.. Goodness.. It's hard to tell which sets of armor I prefer, age 2 or 3.. Either way, they both have some amazing details. Continue! It looks great! Great stuff! I'm definitely following this thread! Guri, I've always loved what you created in
elven shooters. Group photos from DC a few years ago were breathtaking and the workmanship you all invested in them.. just wow.. Goodness.. It's hard to tell which sets of armor I prefer, age 2 or 3.. Either way, they both have some amazing details. Thank you Jathoris! It was a labor of love, for sure.
Every time I watch Haldir march into Helm's depth and see all the archers at the wall, I fall in love again... I know it's been a long time, this isn't really a physical update, but more of a planning update. These pictures of ordinary elves are what I base my last costume on and I took these hats. This guy cool
could base my costume on him without a spear and have a 2H sword instead. This shows how hair reacts to battle and different colors. It's interesting to look that that's all. Looking at getting a wig I'm not really sure I found a few links that could help. Elven Hair/Wig Suggestions Most of the hero wigs used
in LOTR were human hair, and they're not as great as cosplay wigs that are made of plastic. I'm looking for a cheap human hair wig or a plastic wig that looks good. Either way it's going to need tweaks, I'm not sure if you can buy long male wigs. I may have to get a woman and modify it. Any help would
be great for buying wigs because I have no idea. :Confused Hair Styling will be based on Haldir! I don't like the look of plastic wigs either, but I've had to deal with them in the past. While doing some experiments to 'soil' them for human characters, I found that putting some shoe polish on them not only
makes them dirty, but lowers them down the glow. I mixed a piece of Eomer wig for the costume show, so I used brown paint and it looked a lot more real, but a little dirty. f there's a cream-colored varnish out there you might be able to use it on a blue wig to shine without discoloration? Maybe there's
another hair product that could do the same thing. The problem with wigs is that they know how to get tangled up, and elves just shouldn't have a bad hair day! Shine is only part of the problem, most wigs part down the middle... I tried to change my costume wig to look like a Haldir one, but the hair didn't
turn out so big... Legolas wig I found this picture of how to make film wigs, but I never tried to do it myself: It is possible to make the hair with a wig look decent by combing your real hair back over a wig and hairspray in place: I saw a picture of a girl dressed as Legoles who had brunette hair and bleached
only her wig-colored bangs. Oh, and just for fun... Legolas had a bad hair day. :lol I don't like plastic wigs either, but I've had to deal with them in the past. While doing some experiments to 'soil' them for human characters, I found that putting some shoe polish on them not only makes them dirty, but lowers
them down the glow. I mixed a piece of Eomer wig for the costume show, so I used brown paint and it looked a lot more real, but a little dirty. f there's a cream-colored varnish out there you might be able to use it on a blond wig to shine off without paint? Maybe there's another hair product that could do
the same thing. The problem with wigs is that they know how to get tangled up, and elves just shouldn't have a bad hair day! Shine is only part of the problem, most wigs part down the middle... I tried to change my costume wig to look like a Haldir one, but the hair didn't turn out so big... Legolas wig I
found this picture of how to make film wigs, but I never tried to do it myself: It is possible to make the hair with a wig look decent by combing your real hair back over a wig and hairspray in place: I saw a picture of a girl dressed as Legoles who had brunette hair and bleached only her wig-colored bangs.
Oh, and just for fun... Legolas had a bad hair day. :lol Awesome thanks for the tips, any website in particular that sold the wigs you get? What did you do for your elves? I want to know before I buy anything. Definitely go with the lace on the front! We're getting one for my bf's Legolas this year, as we go for
complete film accuracy. Just search the lace forward long flat wig I'm sorry, I was on vacation for a week. I bought the wigs I used on sale at the costume shop after Halloween. Nothing special and very cheap. And that link to the lacy front wig looks like a good one! It's not a bad price either. Page 4
Thanks for your guidance It is highly appreciated. Especially since I'm new to making armor and expensive fronts. :thumbsup What would your opinion be about starting over on your chest and use similar templates used here... Here are three aspects I focus on when creating a replica: Shape - Choose a
material that can take as closely as possible the shape of the object you are replicating, which requires experimenting on what you can do with different materials. Heating, bending, layering with other material to get thickness, etc. Once you understand what you're going to use, don't jump into the
workmanship until you're working on the correct template/pattern first. Use paper or muslin (cheap fabric), photograph and compare it with the reference material you have and make any changes before cutting into a more expensive material. When making something I had never done before, I easily
spent 2x for so long, if not more, making a pattern/template as a finished product. It's so important. Texture - Choose a material that can take as closely as possible the texture of the object you are replicating. Again, experiment with what you can do to the material. Heating, banging, spraying textures,
gluing things to it, shine, etc. Understand whether you need to make a texture before you shape it or after. Color - The material you choose does not have to be the right colors, there are various types of colors, varnish, stains, colors outside, you just have to figure out which of your material likes the most,
and which has the closest base color and time colors to the object you are replicating. So, all you said, redirect the sample, absolutely. Now it pays off for a piece that you will enjoy much more later. There were times when I scrimped in shape in time and I always regret it later. Even now, I wasn't careful
enough with my son's Legolas belt paddle and didn't take enough photos to compare it before I baked it. It's a little too big, so now I want to remake it. I don't know if I'll have time, but it'll always bother me if I don't. As for the wigs, I think it's important. A bad wig can really take away a good costume.
Sometimes I'd rather have someone leave without a wig than have my eye pointed. You shouldn't part in a center for any male elf, but if it looks more natural to you, going brunette in this costume is totally acceptable, because there was obviously a brunette there. (Others may disagree, but I think
brunette Helm's deep elves are perfectly fine...) As for styling, if you're going to wear a helmet, it doesn't matter what you do on top. But if you are going to go without a helmet sometimes, pulling back into the braid down your back should be easy enough. However, the two braids on the side that some
elves wear will be tricky with any cheap wig. My wish would be not to make braids on the side if it even showed a network of wigs. In other words, naturally excessive is my wish. In fact, I'd probably rather see short elf hair than rally a fake-looking wig - but then again, it's Me. Page 5 Thanks for the
guidance It is highly appreciated. Especially since I'm new to making armor and expensive fronts. :thumbsup What would your opinion be about starting over on a piece of chest and using similar templates used here... Here are three aspects I focus on when creating a replica: Shape - Choose a material
that can take as closely as possible the shape of the object you are replicating, which requires experimenting on what you can do with different materials. Heating, bending, layering with other material to get thickness, etc. Once you understand what you're going to use, don't jump into the workmanship
until you're working on the correct template/pattern first. Use paper or muslin (cheap fabric), photograph and compare it with the reference material you have and make any changes before cutting into a more expensive material. When making something I had never done before, I easily spent 2x for so
long, if not more, making a pattern/template as a finished product. It's so important. Texture - Choose a material that can take as closely as possible the texture of the object you are replicating. Again, experiment with what you can do to the material. Heating, banging, spraying textures, gluing things to it,
shine, etc. Understand whether you need to make a texture before you shape it or after. Color - The material you choose does not have to be the right colors, there are various types of colors, varnish, stains, colors outside, you just have to figure out which of your material likes the most, and which has the
closest base color and time colors to the object you are replicating. So, all you said, redirect the sample, absolutely. Now it pays off for a piece that you will enjoy much more later. There were times when I scrimped in shape in time and I always regret it later. Even now, I wasn't careful enough with my
son's Legolas belt paddle and didn't take enough photos to compare it before I baked it. It's a little too big, so now I want to remake it. I don't know if I'll have time, but it'll always bother me if I don't. As for the wigs, I think it's important. A bad wig can really take away a good costume. Sometimes I'd rather
have someone leave without a wig than have my eye pointed. You shouldn't part in a center for any male elf, but if it looks more natural to you, going brunette in this costume is totally acceptable, because there was obviously a brunette there. (Others may disagree, but I think brunette Helm's deep elves
are perfectly fine...) As for styling, if you're going to wear a helmet, it doesn't matter what you do on top. But if you are going to go without a helmet sometimes, pulling back into the braid down your back should be easy enough. However, the two braids on the side that some elves wear will be tricky with
any cheap wig. My wish would be not to make braids on the side if it is. network of wigs in general. In other words, naturally excessive is my wish. In fact, I'd probably rather see a short hairy elf than a fake wig - but then again, it's just me. Page 6 Thanks for the guidance It is highly appreciated. Especially
since I'm new to making armor and expensive fronts. :thumbsup What would your opinion be about starting over on a piece of chest and using similar templates used here... Here are three aspects I focus on when creating a replica: Shape - Choose a material that can take as closely as possible the shape
of the object you are replicating, which requires experimenting on what you can do with different materials. Heating, bending, layering with other material to get thickness, etc. Once you understand what you're going to use, don't jump into the workmanship until you're working on the correct
template/pattern first. Use paper or muslin (cheap fabric), photograph and compare it with the reference material you have and make any changes before cutting into a more expensive material. When making something I had never done before, I easily spent 2x for so long, if not more, making a
pattern/template as a finished product. It's so important. Texture - Choose a material that can take as closely as possible the texture of the object you are replicating. Again, experiment with what you can do to the material. Heating, banging, spraying textures, gluing things to it, shine, etc. Understand
whether you need to make a texture before you shape it or after. Color - The material you choose does not have to be the right colors, there are various types of colors, varnish, stains, colors outside, you just have to figure out which of your material likes the most, and which has the closest base color and
time colors to the object you are replicating. So, all you said, redirect the sample, absolutely. Now it pays off for a piece that you will enjoy much more later. There were times when I scrimped in shape in time and I always regret it later. Even now, I wasn't careful enough with my son's Legolas belt paddle
and didn't take enough photos to compare it before I baked it. It's a little too big, so now I want to remake it. I don't know if I'll have time, but it'll always bother me if I don't. As for the wigs, I think it's important. A bad wig can really take away a good costume. Sometimes I'd rather have someone leave
without a wig than have my eye pointed. You shouldn't part in a center for any male elf, but if it looks more natural to you, going brunette in this costume is totally acceptable, because there was obviously a brunette there. (Others may disagree, but I think brunette Helm's deep elves are perfectly fine...) As
for styling, if you're going to wear a helmet, it doesn't matter what you do on top. But if you're going to go without a helmet sometimes, you pull it back into the braid. return should be simple enough. However, the two braids on the side that some elves wear will be tricky with any cheap wig. My wish would
be not to make braids on the side if it even showed a network of wigs. In other words, naturally excessive is my wish. In fact, I'd probably rather see a short hairy elf than a fake wig - but then again, it's just me. Me.
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